FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact:
Cheryl Engstrom, 425-417-1395 or cengstrom@recessolighting.com
DOLAN HOSPITALITY TO DISTRIBUTE RECESSO LIGHTING HOSPITALITY MARKETS
PORTLAND, Ore. (Feb. 28, 2013) –Dolan Hospitality®, a Seattle-based manufacturer of lighting
innovation for the hospitality industry, announces today that the company will begin
distribution of Recesso Lighting™, the award-winning decorative recessed lighting solution.
Recesso products will be exclusively manufactured by Dolan Designs®, a sister company to
Dolan Hospitality, under the name Recesso Lighting by Dolan Designs.
Dolan plans to offer an expanded collection of Recesso’s popular
designs of recessed light shades designed specifically to meet the
needs of the hospitality and healthcare
industries. Recesso’s first products included
the Converter Kit™ (shown at right) and
Recesso’s patented recessed lighting
fixtures (locking ring and twist on shade
shown at left) all designed to transform any
recessed light into a new decorative fixture.
A host of new shade and fixture options,
including semi-flush and pendant style, are
under development and will be introduced
at HD Expo in May 2013.
“Dolan Hospitality understands the potential of this product in the commercial world where
remodeling and regularly updating of lighting is necessary,” said Cheryl Engstrom, Recesso
inventor and company founder. “We are thrilled to tap into the proven expertise of Dolan
Hospitality to add new life to our ideas and significantly spur on sales of Recesso Lighting.”
“This product is perfect for the hospitality and healthcare industries where remodeling is
cyclical,” says Ron Leddusire, national sales manager for Dolan Hospitality. “With the ease of
installation and simple twist on system, remodeling and updating a hotel lobby, guest room or
common space can be done by in-house maintenance staff with no electrician. This can save a
property thousands of dollars in labor alone.”
For more information, go to Recesso Lighting (www.recessolighting.com) or Dolan Hospitality
(www.dolanhospitality.com),
# # #

About Dolan Hospitality
Dolan Hospitality® has a complete line of table, desk and floor lamps along with chandeliers,
pendants, mini-pendants and bathroom lighting for hotel, motel and corporate clients.
Innovation is its hallmark featuring patented lighting solutions to its commercial customers
such as the SHADE LEVELER™, CLEVER LEVER SWITCH™ and the guest charging station POWER
PAD™.
About Recesso Lighting
Recesso Lighting was created in 2009 with one purpose: transform recessed lighting into
decorative fixtures. Using the patented mounting ring, the company offers a full collection of
decorative fixtures that easily install around any recessed light. The companies Converter Kit™
turns any recessed light into a J-box from which decorative fixture up to 45 pounds can be
hung, including chandeliers, pendants, ceiling lights and track lighting.
Recesso Lights is the winner of the prestigious 2010 LIGHTFAIR Innovations
Award in the following Best of Category: Chandeliers, Pendants, Sconces,
Task Lights, and Decorative Luminaires: Locking Ring and Decorative
Lights by Recesso Lighting.

